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EXPRESS: EXPRESSING RESTFUL SEMANTIC 
WEB SERVICES
Existing approaches to Semantic Web Services
(SWS) require both a domain ontology and a
semantic description of the service. We
propose EXPRESS a lightweight approach to
SWS. Its simplicity stems from the similarities
between REST and the Semantic Web such as
resource-realization, self‐describing
representations, and uniform interfaces. The
semantics of a service is elicited from the
resource descriptions in the domain ontology
and the semantics of the uniform interface,
hence eliminating the need for ontologically
describing services. In this poster we describe
EXPRESS and show how it represents different
service types. It also discusses our ongoing
and future work on service discovery and
choreography
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Example Pizzeria

 Major SWS approaches such as OWL-S and 
WSMO require both a domain ontology and 
a service ontology, increasing both design 
and maintenance efforts and costs.

 The mindset behind these approaches is an 
extension of the WSDL/SOAP approach to 
web services, where functionality is 
conveyed as a service with I/O.

 An alternative to the WSDL/SOAP approach 
is REST. Which has become much more 
popular, especially in Web application 
integration, but also beyond.

 REST aims to leverage the web architecture  
by conveying functionality through resource 
manipulation, instead of services. 

 We argue that there are similarities 
between REST’s view of the web and the 
semantic web vision, and by realising and 
exploiting these similarities we can achieve 
Semantic Web Services with simpler and 
more elegant solutions.   
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Provide functionality responding to the URI+ HTTP verb requests

Specify the HTTP verbs allowed 

Assign the resources with URIs

Domain ontology for the resources of the interface 
 Uses ontologies to provide resources, hence URIs and 

representations. The ontology contains the elements the server 
wishes to expose to the client.

 Uses REST  to provide methods to access and manipulate the 
resources in the ontology (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE). This also 
can be used to provide a declarative way of restricting access  

3. What is EXPRESS?

A pizzeria wants to enable ordering and delivering of pizzas via web services. The following OWL file is what the server 
exposes to the client, and the explanation on the write discusses it and shows how a client places an order. 

OWL File
:Pizza      a  owl:Class. 

:Veggie a :Pizza. 

:Order a  owl:Class. 

:hasPizzas a  owl:ObjectProperty; 

rdfs:domain :Order; 

rdfs:range :Pizza. 

:OrderedBy a  owl:ObjectProperty; 

rdfs:domain :Order; 

rdfs:range :Customer. 

:hasStatus a  owl:DatatypeProperty; 

rdfs:domain :Order; 

rdfs:range xsd:string. 

:Customer a  owl:Class. 

:hasAddress a  owl:DatatypeProperty; 

rdfs:domain :Customer; 

rdfs:range xsd:string.

The OWL file is used to create a RESTful interface for the resources. The classes, properties 
and individuals are given URIs. The following are URI examples. 

http://www.server.com/Order (class URI) 
http://www.server.com/Pizza/Veggie (pizza instance URI) 
http://www.server.com/Order/order33/hasStatus (property URI)

The service provider states which methods (GET, PUT, POST and DELETE) can be applied to 
each URI. This can differ according to different users. The client uses the service to order a 
pizza. It needs the OWL file to invoke the service. The file shows the resource 
representation and thus the exchanged messages format and special instances. 
To place an order it sends a POST request to http://www.server.com/Order/ 
with the following payload :order33 a :Order ; 

:hasPizzas :Cheese ; 

:OrderedBy :c1245.

The server will respond by creating a new order and sending back its URI to the client. For 
example http://www.server.com/Order/order33. 
Will EXPRESS lead to an explosion of ontologies? Not necessarily, the ontologies created can 
be linked to existing ones using EquivalentClasses, EquivalentObjectProperties, and 
EquivalentDataProperties, which in turn aids in the discovery of services. 

4. Is that Enough?
5. So what about Reasoning?
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Q. So is it that simple to get RESTful Semantic Services? Or are we overlooking some serious issues?

A. On the surface there are two main issues that have to be addressed: 
1)  The representation of search queries in the form book?hasTitle=“Semantic Web”
2)  EXPRESS presents a method to represent atomic services, but what about conversational services?

The first issue can be addressed by adding conventions on how to represent search queries. The second by 
adopting a RESTful constraint “Hypermedia as the engine of application state” meaning the server guides the 
client through the next states which also means the adding of conventions. 

However, the addition of conventions without sufficient analysis, will lead to complex and over-engineered 

specifications. This will weaken the argument for EXPRESS’s simplicity. Moreover there could be other issues 
that need addressing. To overcome this we took a pragmatic approach of analysing realistic scenarios.

The Scenario Analysis
The aim of the analysis, was to understand the requirements of describing different services types from a 
resource-oriented perspective. In total 20 scenarios were selected from 5 problem domains. The problem 
domains represent communities of interests where Web Services are used as integration or communication 
technologies. Our intention is that they form a spectrum of web service uses. Starting from the low end of 
requirements and complexity, these domains are: Web mashups, Enterprise Services, Business to Business 
(B2B), Cloud Computing and Grid Computing.
When selecting the scenarios the following criteria were focused on: they should be real scenarios, 
representative of the domains, and exist in the literature.

Service Types
From scenario analysis 4 main atomic service 
types –from a resource oriented perspective-
were identified these are:

1-Updating Services
2-Informational Services
3-Running Jobs
4-Querying services

The distribution of the services according to 
the problem domains are shown in the 
figure. Moreover these atomic service 
present the building blocks for 
conversational web services, where the 
addition to this will be the server presenting 
the client with the possible next states.

Where does the interesting semantic stuff happen? This is were our ongoing and future 
work lies. In EXPRESS the efforts so far were to ensure an minimum service description: if 
a client knows the ontology, the URI and the HTTP method allowed on that URI, then the 
client knows what that service does. The challenge now is to test if these descriptions are 
sufficient for discovery and choreography.

Discovery
The following two examples explain the process
1. Informational queries(services) the convention adopted is illustrated next: 

/Book/hasPrice?hasTitle={xsd:string} GET

In this service, assuming the client has already read the OWL file, the client knows from 
the URI structure this service is about books, the URI + the HTTP verb GET tells the client 
it will return the price of a book, when provided with a title. Therefore the matching 
depends on the HTTP verb, semantic and syntactic matching of I/O provided in the URI. 
2. Updating services, for example updating student information.

/Student/ID2343/       PUT

The matching in this case depends on the verb PUT which tells the client that the 
resource can be updated, the URI also tells the client the type of resource so syntactic 
and semantic matching can be achieved.  

Choreography
The server provides the next states, as URIs with allowed methods, then the client can 
reason about them by converting them to rules and adding them to its KB. A client’s goal, 
specified as a rule, will fire and the client will submit a request, if an appropriate URI rule 
is available and fired. The next example sheds some light on the approach:
Client’s Goal as a rule
Client(?c)∧ URI(?u)∧ Book(?b)∧ hasTitle(?b,“Semantic Web")∧
hasPrice(?a,?p)∧ Accepts(?u,?“Semantic Web") ∧ Returns(?u,?p)∧
canGET(?c,?u)  ∧ NoOfInputs(?u,1)  → GETS(?c,?u)

The service URI and the method
/Book/hasPrice?hasTitle={xsd:string} GET

This is added to the KB as the following rule
Client(?c) ∧ URI(_:URI_1) ∧ Book(?b)∧ hasTitle(?b,?t)∧ hasPrice(?b,?p) 

→ canGET(?c,?u) ∧ Accepts(_:URI_1,?t) ∧ Returns(_:URI_1,?p)

If the KB has sufficient assertions to fire the URI rule and the URI rule matches the goal 
rule, the goal rule is fired and triggers action on the client 

EXPRESS Deployment Engine

The way the resource URIs are constructed 
can be automated, and hence service stubs 
can be generated automatically to respond to 
client requests, this is illustrated in the figure 
on the right and the corresponding next steps: 
1. An OWL file describing entities in the 

existing system is given. 
2. The engine extracts resources from the 

OWL file and assigns URIs 
3. The roles and access control is specified on 

those URIs and stubs are generated 
4. Stubs are connected to existing business 

logic, coded, or the code is generated 
5. Clients can access the Web Service


